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1: John Benjamins Publishing
Studies in South Asian Linguistics: Sinhala and Other South Asian Languages [James W. Gair, Barbara C. Lust] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This volume collects twenty-nine published and
unpublished papers by the linguist James Gair, considered the foremost western scholar of the Sri Lankan languages
Sinhala and Jaffna Tamil.

Programs Admission The applicant must meet the requirements of the Graduate School as outlined in the
University Catalog. An undergraduate grade point average of 3. Students lacking such preparation may be
admitted to the M. South Asian languages in which specializations are offered at the University are Sanskrit
and Hindi. Prospective applicants to this program should be aware that there is also an M. Jackson School of
International Studies. These two South Asia-focused programs are partially overlapping, but have significantly
different emphases. The Jackson School South Asia program is intended for students who are more interested
in a general interdisciplinary area studies program, particularly though not exclusively with an emphasis on
the social sciences. Advisers Students should request an adviser within one year and one term of the beginning
of their program; if no adviser is requested within that period, one will be assigned. Each student is expected
to work out a course of study with the adviser which concentrates on areas pertinent to the language
specialization e. In addition, all students are required to comply with the rules and procedures of the
Department of Asian Languages and Literature copies of which are available from the Department. Students
are required to complete language study through the fourth-year level in their major language. At least 18 of
the 45 credits must be taken at the level or above. The language requirements in this program are the same as
in the non-thesis program. In addition, the student must write an acceptable M. Foreign Language
Requirements Students must demonstrate competence in their major South Asian language. Program
Normally, entry into the program is contingent upon successful completion of the M. Students with sufficient
background, usually the successful completion of a relevant M. Students who have completed an M. If not,
these must be satisfied as the student moves toward the Ph. Often, course work will continue to be appropriate.
One of these two research languages must be a European language. Students are also required to pass three
written field examinations, at least two of which must fall within the general purview of South Asian
languages and literature. The third can have as its subject an adjacent field or discipline, if the candidate so
chooses--an aspect of South Asian history or art history, for example. Once these field examinations have been
satisfactorily completed, the student is eligible to take a two hour comprehensive oral examination,
administered by his or her supervisory committee.
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To send this article to your Kindle, first ensure no-reply@www.enganchecubano.com is added to your Approved
Personal Document E-mail List under your Personal Document Settings on the Manage Your Content and Devices page
of your Amazon account.

Background and Description of Basic Categories. Sinhala, an Indo-Aryan Isolate Configuration, Order, and
Grammatical Function. About Colloquial Sinhalese Clause Structures Nonconfigurationality, Movement, and
Sinhala Focus Deixis, Anaphora, and Agreement. Discourse Deixis and Situational Deixis in Sinhala
Pronouns, Reflexives, and Antianaphora in Sinhala with W. On Distinguishing AGR from agr: Change,
Grammaticization, and Linguistic Area. Naturalization of a Calque Selections from the Review of Southworth
and Apte How Dravidianized Was Sinhala Phonology? Some Conclusions and Cautions The Development of
Syntax. Gair, Barbara Lust and Lelwala Sumangala, Gair, Barbara Lust and Tej Bhatia, Gair ; selected and
edited by Barbara C. This volume of 29 published and unpublished papers by the linguist James Gair,
considers issues in a range of Indian languages covering morpho-syntactic questions, and questions regarding
historical and linguistics, especially language contact and diglossia, and language acquisition. Reviews Add a
review and share your thoughts with other readers. Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers.
Sinhala and other South Asian languages".
3: South Asia Section, School of Languages, Cultures and Linguistics | SOAS University of London
This volume collects twenty-nine published and unpublished papers by the linguist James Gair, considered the foremost
western scholar of the Sri Lankan languages Sinhala and Jaffna Tamil.

4: Asian Studies - The University of Michigan Press
Studies in South Asian Linguistics: Sinhala and Other South Asian Languages by James W Gair, Barbara C Lust
(Selected by) starting at $ Studies in South Asian Linguistics: Sinhala and Other South Asian Languages has 1 available
editions to buy at Half Price Books Marketplace.

5: Studies in South Asian Linguistics - James W. Gair - Oxford University Press
The Journal of South Asian Linguistics is an open access online journal devoted to the linguistic study of South
www.enganchecubano.com covers the areas of phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and
their interfaces, from all theoretical approaches, including formal, computational, historical, psycholinguistic,
sociolinguistic, cognitive, and acquisition.

6: Project MUSE - Studies in South Asian Linguistics: Sinhala and Other South Asian Languages (review)
Studies in South Asian linguistics: Sinhala and other South Asian languages. By James W. Gair, selected and edited by
Barbara C. Lust. By James W. Gair, selected and edited by Barbara C. Lust. New York & Oxford: Oxford University
Press,

7: People - Faculty | Asian Languages & Literature | University of Washington
Buddhist Studies, Early Indian Buddhism, Gandhari Buddihism, Narrative in Indian religious traditions, South Asian, Pali
and the Prakrits, Sanskrit, Religion View profile Chan Lu.

8: Studies in Burmese Linguistics - Google Books
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The Journal of South Asian Languages and Linguistics (JSALL) provides a peer-reviewed forum for publishing original
research articles and reviews in the field of South Asian languages and linguistics, with a focus on descriptive, functional
and typological investigations. Descriptive studies are encouraged to the extent that they present.

9: Journal of South Asian Linguistics
An introduction to South Asian Studies in the United Kingdom The efflorescence of South Asian Studies in Higher
Education is evident in the range and number of taught and research degrees, the number of language courses, and the
popularity of South Asian options within other courses that are offered by Colleges and Universities in the United
Kingdom.
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